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WHY DO WE CARE?

  Supernovae of Type Ia (SN Ia) are among the largest
explosions that occur in the Universe but RS Oph was much
closer and was a very nice explosion

     - little bangs can be fun too

RS Oph may be a SN Ia Progenitor
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There are 3 Types of Recurrent Nova
(at least)

The U Sco Class (U Sco, V394 CrA, LMC 1990 #2):

Orbital Period about a day -evolved but compact secondary

Transferring helium rich material

The RS Oph Class (RS Oph, T CrB, V3890 Sgr, V745 Sco)

Orbital Period about a year - Red Giant Secondary

Transferring hydrogen rich material

The others (T Pyx, IM Nor, CI Aql) --

More than one outburst observed.



Comparison of a Classical
Nova and RS Oph

• Accreted material mixes
with Core material

• Secondary transferring
solar mixture gas

• White dwarf losing
mass over time

• Shows lots of hydrogen
in ejected gas

• Accreted material does
not mix with the Core

• Secondary transferring
Solar Mixture gas

• White dwarf gaining
mass over time?

• Shows lots of hydrogen
in ejected gas



RS Oph:
• Outbursts 1898, (1907), 1933, (1945), 1958, 1967, 1985
• Central system – high mass WD (1.2-1.4 M?) + Red Giant

(M2III); p = 455 days; i = 30-40o  Distance = 1.6 kpc
• Outbursts due to Thermonuclear Runaway (TNR) on White

Dwarf surface (IUE)
• Prior to 1985, spectroscopic evidence for red giant wind,

systematic reduction in velocities post-outburst, and
emergence of coronal lines, led to suggestion of ejecta (v0 ~
4000 km s-1) interacting with RG wind (u = 20 km s-1).

• 1985: X-ray observations from t = 55 days + radio (Bode &
Kahn 1985; O’Brien et al. 1992) PLUS International
Ultraviolet Explorer obtained UV spectra throughout the
outburst (Shore et al. 1995) showed evolution of expanding
gases



Discovered on Feb 12.83 UT
Similar optical behaviour to previous outbursts
Within 2 days, ToO’s granted on Chandra, Swift, 

XMM,  RXTE, VLA, VLBA, UKIRT
Spitzer a few days later and HST in July
Detected in hard X-rays at outburst with RXTE and

Swift (BAT), then followed in great detail with 
Swift XRT, plus other X-ray missions.

Early Swift and RXTE data consistent with shock 
models (Bode et al. 2006; Sokoloski et al.  2006 )

RS Oph: the Outburst in 2006







The X-ray Studies:
RXTE, Swift, Chandra, XMM-Newton

In 1985 it was the IUE, Exosat, and Radio
that provided the most important data about
the outburst!

In 2006 it was the X-ray studies that
showed that  X-rays provide important
information about the evolution of the
central engine and the evolution of the
expanding shock wave.







Swift*:
1. First Observations within 3 days

2. Detected with BAT and UVOT

3. On some days obtained one observation every 90
minutes

4. Followed entire outburst

5. About 350 ksec of data with XRT

6. Did NOT see the Super Soft Source (SSS) until ~ day 30

7. SSS => emission from hot white dwarf stellar
atmosphere (Krautter et al. 1996 for V1974 Cyg)

* Osborne et al., Bode et al.



Large Oscillations just after rise
Intermittant 35s oscillations

During SSS phase



Periods Seen in Periods Seen in CN CN in in SSS SSS phasephase

Nova V1494 Aql
(in 1999)

Chandra grating
~42 minute multi-periodic

Nova V4743 Sgr (2002)
Chandra grating
22 minute period
decline in ~2 hrs





Three grating spectra of RS Oph from Chandra and XMM



Previous Best observed Nova in X-rays:
Nova Cyg 1992: V1974 Cyg
18 observations with ROSAT - brightest SSS in 1993
Slow Rise THE CLEARING OF THE EJECTA!
Rapid Decline - the cooling remnant

Krautter et al. 1996



X-ray light Curve from Swift Data:



Some Swift X-ray spectraSome Swift X-ray spectra
1st appearance of hot
WD on day 26

kTBB=30 eV on day
29, = 54 eV on day
50.5

Variable neutral
oxygen absorption
(0.54 keV)

Late flux decline
consistent with
temperature drop at
day 76.9



How to Make a Recurrent Nova:
[Outburst on an astronomer time scale not astronomical]

Massive White Dwarf ->

 less mass needed for TNR

Luminous (HOT) White Dwarf ->
less time to accrete to the TNR

Evolved Secondary ->
higher rate of mass loss either wind or

accretion disk



RS Oph
The Sumnery:

(What we think we know)
Explodes about every 20 years

Red giant plus white dwarf

White dwarf accretes from red giant

Explosion lights up the red giant atmosphere

Ejected material interacts immediately with the surroundings

We see evidence for shock moving through surroundings

After the explosion more interesting things happen

 Require multiwavelength (satellite) studies to understand 
outburst



Major Questions I:
(What we don’t know)

1. Is the mass of the white dwarf growing or shrinking as a result
of the outburst?

2. If it is growing, how far is the mass of the white dwarf from the
Chandrasekhar Limit?

3. If it is growing, how rapidly is it growing toward the Limit?
4. What will happen when it reaches the Limit?
5. If it explodes as a Supernova will it be classified as a Ia -- in

other words - how can it hide the hydrogen?
6. If it cannot hide the hydrogen, what kind of supernova will it be

classified?
7. What will the system look like if the giant runs out of mass

before the white dwarf reaches the Limit?    Are there others?
8. When is the NEXT Outburst?



Major Questions II:
(We don’t know the answers to these either)

1. What is the nature of accretion onto the white dwarf - is it

wind fed or in an accretion disk or something else?

2. Is there any evidence that the accreted material mixed with

the white dwarf as in the classical nova outburst?

3. What are the abundances of the ejected gases?

4. What causes the collimation of the ejected gases?

5. What are some of the features in the HST images?

6. How do they relate to the radio imaging?

7. What is the relationship of RS Oph to the U Sco class?



Conclusions:
Swift, Chandra, XRTE, XMM provided an unparalleled 

view of the explosion of RS Oph

 Explosion of a white dwarf inside a Red Giant wind

Initial shock reaches a temperature exceeding 108K

Super Soft Source (hot white dwarf atmosphere) does not 
appear until about day 30 of the outburst

The turn-on of the SSS drives large amplitude oscillations 
that persist for a few weeks.

35 sec oscillations seen in Swift data from time to time during
SSS phase

White dwarf probably massive and growing in mass to the
Chandrasekhar Limit BUT too much hydrogen in system and
explosion unlikely to be called a SN Ia --or -- ?

Need T CrB to explode - but not until we are back home


